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Sent on a mission critical to the survival of the New Terran Empire, Jared Mertz must travel
deep into the AI-dominated Rebel Empire on an operation of deception. Only there are games
afoot that no one could foresee and players at the table that no one could expect. The stakes
couldn't be higher. When unexpected enemies deal themselves in, Jared must bet everything
on a single hand. Bluffing might get him killed but folding isn't an option.
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Where did musical minimalism come from—and what does it mean? In this
significant revisionist account of minimalist music, Robert Fink connects repetitive
music to the postwar evolution of an American mass consumer society.
Abandoning the ingrained formalism of minimalist aesthetics, Repeating
Ourselves considers the cultural significance of American repetitive music
exemplified by composers such as Terry Riley, Steve Reich, and Philip Glass.
Fink juxtaposes repetitive minimal music with 1970s disco; assesses it in relation
to the selling structure of mass-media advertising campaigns; traces it back to
the innovations in hi-fi technology that turned baroque concertos into ambient
"easy listening"; and appraises its meditative kinship to the spiritual path of
musical mastery offered by Japan's Suzuki Method of Talent Education.
Lists current prices for comic books and offers advice on collecting, storing, and
selling them
Cited in BCL3 and Sheehy . Formerly Books in series in the United States . The editor's
solicitude expressed in the preface Bowker...has consistently recognized those areas in which
we can assist to make the work of librarians...easier. It is because of this concern that we
decided to publish the 1
In this salutation from Earth, the chronicler gives a tour of the planet and introduces those who
call it home.
Includes updated prices for comic books, little hardcover picture books, and comic character
rings, plus grading and selling guidelines and a convention calendar
Explores the politics of Latin language use in the Enlightenment 'Republic of Letters' via the
figure of Gerard Nicolaas Heerkens (1728-1801).
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